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of the peak. Should those results be negative a second flight
could alone avoid the defeat of our aims. It was therefore
deemed of vital importance to secure from the governing
authority in Nepal, the requisite licence to make a second
attempt in the event of the first being a partial, or total failure
from the photographic and survey standpoint.
This then was the task allotted to Etherton, who had preceded
the rest of the party by sea and was charged with the task
of arranging with the Nepalese chief for this second flight,
apart from the other administrative duties devolving on
him.
It was a two days' journey to Raxaul, for the narrow-gauge
railways are slow and halts at stations frequent.
Raxaul is two miles outside the Nepalese frontier of India;
from it starts the Nepal Government railway, which runs to
Amlekganj, twenty-six miles within the Terai. The railroad
has been cut through the jungle and rises steadily to the terminus,
a puffing and grunting affair for the tiny locomotive, which
putting forth its best effort manages to average six or seven
miles an hour. At this season of the year the jungles were dry
and parched, and not at all indicative of a floral beauty which
is their strong point after the rains in October and following
months.
The Terai runs almost the entire length of the Indian border
of Nepal. It contains many species of big and small game, and
was constituted a waste land after the war with the British,
as an obstacle to the advance of a hostile force from India.
This area comprises extensive stretches of reeds and bulrushes
running up to a height of fifteen feet, with forest and open
patches free from bog and morass which are a feature of the
Terai.
It is notorious for malarial fever, is full of mosquitoes, and
only during the cold weather from October to March, is it
safe for Europeans. During and after the Indian Mutiny in
1857, numbers of rebels, flying from justice, took refuge in die
Terai, and even the Nana Sahib, the butcher of Bithoor, he
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